The redefinition of the lower boundary of a traditional stage by means of a GSSP must be adapted as closely as practicable to the traditional boundary level because divergence between the original sense of the stage concept and name and the new GSSP creates confusing nomenclature. The present GSSP for the lower boundary of the Emsian Stage in the Zinzilban section (Kitab Reserve, SE Uzbekistan) is too low in the section to fulfill this requirement. Accordingly, a redefinition of the boundary of the lower Emsian by the International Subcommission on Devonian Stratigraphy (SDS) and the IUGS Commission on Stratigraphy is necessary. A new GSSP must be defined at a higher level and this could be done in strata of the present stratotype area. The stratigraphic correlation of the traditional Lower Emsian boundary and the GSSP is based on Mauro-Ibero-Armorican and Rheno-Ardennan benthic and pelagic faunas. • Key words: Pragian-Emsian GSSP, Inter-regional correlation, biostratigraphy, GSSP redefinition.

The purpose of this paper is: 1. to review the reasons why the GSSP for the base of the Emsian Stage should be repositioned; 2. to suggest a new level for the base of the Emsian Stage that would be compatible with the historical usage of the Emsian and Pragian Stages. 3. to provide data and references in support of the recommended level.

Because:
1. The establishment of the current GSSP did not simply elaborate or refine the criteria by which the base of the Emsian could be recognized, it materially changed the range in time and stratal content of the stage. Therefore, if the present GSSP is maintained, the corresponding stage can no longer be called Emsian.
2. The present GSSP shortens the underlying Pragian, so that it hardly qualifies as a stage.
3. The present GSSP breaks the eognathodontid faunas in the middle and puts part of them in the Emsian in spite of the fact that they have always been considered Pragian.

The classical Emsian stage began at a level younger than that of the current GSSP. The difference has been estimated to be at least 4.5 ma (Carls 1999). Concomitantly, the middle and upper thirds of the original Pragian Stage and also the historical Siegenian from the upper half of the Early Siegenian onward would have to be called “Emsian”. Where age assignments in older and recent literature are jointly evaluated, these circumstances cause considerable confusion – in addition to the particular difficulties of correlation due to the mid-Early Devonian conodont crisis and endemism in Europe.

Such problems are obvious, wherever the present basal GSSP of the Emsian is concerned. Also, conodont zones that were coined or modified in the course of the installation of this GSSP, are prone to be misunderstood. The points listed below are incompatible with the position of the present Emsian GSSP:
1. The evaluation of radiometry (Kaufmann 2006, text-fig. 9): The Esopus datum is assumed to be only 0.8 ma younger than the GSSP, although it follows after Global T-pulse Ib1 that starts at the entry of the Pol. exc. excavatus Zone, shortly before the traditional Emsian.
2. Calibration and synonymies of stages (Menning et al. 2006, pp. 324, 326, text-fig. 2): The Praha Fm. is shown to comprise hardly 2 ma; the “somewhat controversial taxon Eolinguiopolygnathus dehiscens” is assumed to enter “lower than the top of the regional historical Pragian Stage”, which cannot be proven – more probably, the taxon dehiscens s.s. is, at best, mid-Zlichovian in age, being probably a SE Australian endemic of which only the holotype is well documented.
3. The conodont zonation from pirenaeae Zone through gronbergi Zone is obscured: a.) see the latter item and, e.g.,

Yolkin et al. 1994. – b.) The “Middle excavatus Zone” has not been introduced duly; the index of this irregular subzone has been confounded with Pol. gronberghi and is much older. Due to the synonymisation, the dehiscens Zone was based by Klapper & Johnson (1975) on the first occurrence of Pol. excavatus in bed 9 at Lone Mountain, central Nevada. When the identification of the zonal indicator changes because of taxonomic revision, the zone name also changes. Therefore, for the lowest Emsian Zone that has been used since Klapper and Johnson’s paper, the proper zone name is excavatus Zone.

4. Sea-level fluctuations (Yolkin et al. 1997a, text-fig. 2) have been confounded as far as corresponding to the entry of Pol. kitabicus, the Siberian ASFA T-R cycle 3a does not correspond to the Euramerican cycle Ib of Johnson et al. (1985), but it is older.

5. Regional age assignments in Europe missed the actual GSSP. Morzadec et al. (2000, p. 119, text-fig. 4) did not correlate the Emsian GSSP, but all criteria aimed at the historical base of the Emsian. In the Appalachians (Ver Straeten & Brett 2006, pp. 80, 81), the present GSSP cannot be correlated better than former reference levels; the Esopus base at Faunal Interval (F.I.) 9 is over 3 F.I. of Johnson (1977) younger than the present GSSP.

Since Carls & Valenzuela-Ríos (1993), arguments and comments to these issues were presented in several submissions to the SDS and its relevant working groups. Herein, only basic biostratigraphic aspects are reviewed; additional facts in former submissions are still valid. This paper is focused on biostratigraphic constraints from the traditional type region of the Emsian; correlation with a closely comparable succession of faunas is demonstrated. It also contains remarks on cosmopolitan conodonts and dacyroconarids.

A new basal Emsian GSSP in the Zinzilban section must provide optimum practicability for correlations in biostratigraphic successions with cosmopolitan faunas worldwide.

General relations and the equivalence of the present GSSP

If the name Emsian is to be used for the upper stage of the Lower Devonian, the redefinition of the beginning of the Emsian and the future GSSP must correspond as closely as possible to the traditional level in the SE Eifel Hills, Germany (Mittmeyer 1974, Fuchs 1974) between older faunas with Acrosirifer primaevus and Hysterolites hystericus (Siegenian faunas of Saxler Fm., Herdorf “Gruppe”) and younger faunas with Ardasirifer prolatestriatus (Emsian faunas, Ulmen “Gruppe”).

Traditionally, the basal limit of the Emsian Stage was traced by and correlated according to this faunal change, but conodonts or other cosmopolitan taxa have not been found in its type region. However, the faunal change is correlated with the succession of brachiopod faunas in Celtiberia (Spain) where conodonts and dacyroconarids are also available allowing correlation with the Zinzilban and other sections. In the Zinzilban section, the level of the traditional basal Emsian boundary can be restricted to an interval of hardly 10 m that begins at 114 m above the present GSSP (see Fig. 1).

The distribution of Pragian conodonts (late Pelekysgnathus, late Masaraella; see below) and of brachiopods (Carls 1999) in Celtiberia permits the level of the present GSSP to be approximated and shows that the present Emsian GSSP is much older than the traditional base of the Emsian (cf. Fig. 1).

Also, it was shown that the present boundary GSSP is much older than the traditional German Siegenian–Emsian boundary (Carls & Valenzuela-Ríos 1993, 2000, 2007; Carls 1999, 2007; Carls et al. 2007); it correlates with middle parts of the traditional Early Siegenian. According to conodonts, the present GSSP corresponds to the middle of J.G. Johnson’s F.I. 5 in Nevada (close to faunal horizon COP II 295’ of Murphy & Matti 1983). This horizon coincides with the highstand of global T pulse 1a and is older than T pulse Ib.

When the “dehiscens” boundary (see point 3 above) was selected for the beginning of the Emsian, it was assumed to be at the base of the F.I. 9 in Nevada and slightly below (see Johnson & Klapper 1992) the start of global T pulse Ib. Actually, also these Nevadan markers are somewhat older than the traditional base of the Emsian in Germany, but the distance between the two Nevadan levels (F.I. 5 and F.I. 9–10) is much longer than the age difference between the so-called “dehiscens” boundary at the base of F.I. 9 (equivalent to 92 m) in Zinzilban section where Pol. e. excavatus is reported to enter (Yolkin et al. 1994, p. 145; text-fig. 4b) and the traditional base of the Emsian in Germany.

The original Pragian and the traditional German Emsian overlap by ca 1 ma, but the level of the present GSSP is even more drastically older (order of magnitude of 5 ma) than the original end of the Pragian (boundary between Praha Fm. and Zlichov Fm. in the Prague Synform). It hardly allows 1/3 of the originally conceived Pragian to survive.

How the original boundary lost its meaning

In this paper, we outline the history of the divergence between the traditional boundary, the original intentions of re-definition, and the definition of the present GSSP.

Rhenish brachiopods that characterize the traditional German base of the Emsian are correlated with the Celti-
PrIMITIVE POLYGNA'THUS S.L. ARE GENERALLY CHARACTERIZED THROUGH LARGE AND DEEP, NOT INVERTED BASAL CAVITIES. THIS ABRAL FEATURE WAS LONG CONSIDERED TO WARRANT THE IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER TAXA WITH Pol. dehiscens, IN SPITE OF THE PARTICULAR ORAL SURFACE OF THE HOLOTYPE, WHICH IS, IN REALITY, MORE SIGNIFICANT; BUT THAT WAS HARDLY CONSIDERED. DUE TO THE SYNONYMIZATIONS, THIS LUMPED COLLECTIVE SEEMED TO BE COSMOPOLITAN AND APT AS A ZONAL INDEX TAXON. ACTUALLY, MANY OF THE SYNONYMIZED SPECIMENS ARE Pol. excavatus TOTA SPECIES. BECAUSE THE PREVAILING CONCEPTS OF Pol. dehiscens ALLOWED A WIDE INTRA-SPECIFIC VARIABILITY OF THE OUTLINES AND THE ORNAMENTATION OF THE ORAL SIDE, RATHER DIFFERENT TAXA WERE LUMPED IN "DEHISCENS".


A SECTION WITH BOTH TAXA IN DUE SUCCESSION (OVERLAP) WAS SOUGHT FOR THE INSTALLATION OF THE PRAGIAN-EMSIAN BOUNDARY GSSP AT THE THUS ASSUMED pireneae-dehiscens OFFSET. WHEN SUCH SUCCESSION WAS THOUGHT TO EXIST IN THE ZINSILBAN SECTION (Yolkin et al. 1989), THE PRESENT GSSP WAS PROPOSED FOR THIS SO-CALLED “DEHISCENS BOUNDARY”. BUT NEITHER Pol. dehiscens S.S. NOR OTHER POLYGNA'THIDS OF NEAR-EMSIAN AGE (E.G., Pol. excavatus, Pol. lenzi) ARE
present at the GSSP. First arguments against the deep position of the GSSP were forwarded by Carls & Valenzuela-Ríos (1993) and subsequently more elaborated by Carls & Valenzuela-Ríos (2000, 2007). The primitive species Pol. kitabicus Yolkin et al., 1994 was then erected for specimens from near the GSSP in the Zinzilban section. By Yolkin et al. (1989) this taxon had been considered as primitive Pol. dehiscens, but it is not closely related to Pol. dehiscens s.s., nor is it very similar to the synonymized Pol. excavatus. However, its distinction from Pol. pireneae has been debated, because mature Pol. pireneae is still unknown.

The GSSP was installed (Yolkin et al. 1997b) in spite of opposing opinions that criticized its very old stratigraphic level. This criticism is corroborated through the records of Pol. exc. excavatus that appears too high above the GSSP (Yolkin et al. 1994, text-fig. 4b). Even this entry is noticeably older than the traditional base of the Emsian. Nevertheless, in view of the distinction of Pol. kitabicus, it would have been understandable if the entry of Pol. exc. excavatus had been considered as the mark aimed at, because it was then evident that the Australian Pol. dehiscens had been confounded with it, when the “dehiscens” boundary was addressed in North America and Europe. Recent collecting at the Lone Mountain section originally used by Klapper & Johnson (1975) verifies Pol. excavata as the species identified by them as Pol. dehiscens (collections and communication by M.A. Murphy).

Resuming, the conodont taxonomy and biostratigraphy on which the location of the GSSP in the Zinzilban section was founded since the proposal of 1989 implied several errors. Unfortunately, deficits in biostratigraphic information and taxonomic errors appeared to corroborate each other mutually. But evidently, the conodont biostratigraphy of the Pragian-Emsian transition was not yet consolidated. The international stratigraphical subcommission based its procedures on inadequate concepts. Submitted counter-arguments (Carls & Valenzuela-Ríos 1993) were not recognized, when the installation of the present GSSP (Yolkin et al. 1997b) was decided and carried out.

The age of the present GSSP level

In the Field Guide of 1978 (Sokolov & Garkovets 1978), it was stated that the end of the Madmom Fm. is not too different in age from the end of the Koněprusy Limestone of Bohemia. However, the local conditions differ. The Koněprusy Limestone ends under an unconformity due to local movements; late Pragian levels (in original sense) are not preserved; Pelekysgnathus ex gr. serratus was found in an upper part of the Koněprusy Ls. (Slavík et al. 2007, fig. 2), which hints at early Pragian age (Valenzuela-Ríos 1997).

Immediately under the present GSSP, there is a facies change (deepening) at the boundary between Madmom Fm. and Zinzilban Fm., due to a eustatic T-pulse. Whether this is accurately the global T-pulse 1a must still be checked, but it is distinctly older than the start of global T-pulse 1b that has been assumed erroneously. In the Zinzilban “Horizon”, there still follow Bohemian brachiopods of original Pragian age like “Eospirifer” and Gorgostrophia; they confirm that the Madmom Fm. ends early in the original Pragian and that long Pragian time follows in the Zinzilban “Horizon”. The following brachiopod distributions also hint at the age equivalence of the Madmom-Zinzilban boundary with early pre-Emsian levels: In Celtiberia (Carls 1999, p. 143; Carls & Valenzuela-Ríos 2000) there occur 13 brachiopod taxa of the Bohemian Koněprusy Limestone in the interval from the top of the Nogueras Fm. through the lower third of the Santa Cruz Fm. units d2e8 to d3b1, ending with Sieberella sieberi. From the upper part of the Madmom Fm. S. cf. sieberi was reported and Sieberella sp. was figured from 108 m above the Madmom Fm. (Sokolov & Garkovets 1978, pp. 13, 38, pl. 48, fig. 2). Therefore, the basal beds of the Zinzilban “Horizon” with the present GSSP must be correlated near the indicated interval in Celtiberia. In Celtiberia, it is independently demonstrated that the Koněprusy taxa are considerably older than the traditional base of the Emsian and the original end of the Pragian (Carls 1987, 1999; Carls & Valenzuela-Ríos, 2000, 2007).

Regardless of the debated Polynathus s.l. at the present GSSP, its conodont biostratigraphic age is unambiguously indicated through some age-diagnostic taxa that exist very closely below and above the GSSP and were recorded by Yolkin et al. (1989, text-fig. 1). (The possibly endemic Central Asian Polynathus s.l. some of which have not been found in other continents, are not considered here.) As these non-Polynathus conodonts have not been figured, their specific identifications might be questioned by critical readers. Therefore, in order to prevent fruitless discussions, most of these conodonts are here listed in open terms. In these terms they can hardly be misidentified but still allow the dating of the interval including the GSSP: cognathodontids (closely below the GSSP)

Polynathus pireneae
Pedavis sp.
Pelekysgnathus e.g. serratus

Even these open terms warrant the unambiguous reference to a short interval that must be correlated below the middle of the original Pragian (Valenzuela-Ríos 1997). Elsewhere, conodonts comparable to these taxa do not range above the middle of the original Pragian. Pelekysgnathus e.g. serratus ends in Ibero-Armoric close to a last Masaraella pandora beta morphotype (Guadarrama MS12e), before the entry of Icriodus simulator, and in Bohemia it disappears in the lower third of the Praha Fm.
From the Požáry section, *Pol. pireneae* was reported from only 10 m above the Lochkovian-Pragian boundary (Chlupáč et al. 1986).

This independent age assignment is corroborated by the fact that *Pol. exc. excavatus* enters in the Zinzilban section as high as 92 m above the GSSP. In Celtiberia it is known from beds just older than original Emsian and from early Early Emsian. This underlines the length of the interval between the present GSSP and the original base of the Emsian.

Thus, independent of each other, two sets of age-relevant conodonts and, additionally, several brachiopods of Bohemian biofacies indicate a long-term pre-Emsian age of the present GSSP.

**The traditional base of the Emsian in Germany, relevant Spiriferacea, and associated conodonts and dacryconarids in Celtiberia**

The traditional base of the Emsian is located in the SE Eifel Hills in Germany, in thick siliciclastic shallow neritic deposits long referred to as the Rhenish Facies. There, the top of the Saxler Fm. marks the top of the Herdorf “Gruppe” that represents the historical upper Siegenian Substage. The overlying base of the Eckfeld Fm. marks the base of the Ulmen “Gruppe” (traditional lower lower Emsian) and represents the beginning of the traditional Emsian Stage. Shelly
faunas with characteristic Spiriferacea distinguish the older from the younger unit (Mittmeier 1974, Fuchs 1974).

The historical base of the Emsian in Belgium was practised at a younger level, corresponding to the end of the Ulmen “Gruppe” (Godefroid & Stainier 1982). This level is close to the base of the Zlichovian. Here it is not considered in the GSSP context, because no cosmopolitan taxon of Polygnathus s.l. enters at this level and because this level is rather young and would result in too short an early Emsian. (The latter argument is independent of the fact that the numerical age difference between the Esopus and the Bundenbach radiometric data, 0.6 ma, is too short to bracket ca 90% of the traditional Early Emsian [see Kaufmann 2006].)

The uppermost occurrences of Acrospirifer primaevus and Hysterolites hystericus, whose ranges are considered well established, mark the end of the Siegenian. On the other hand, the beginning of the traditional Emsian has been characterized variously by the entries of several Spiriferacea. In spite of this variety of proposals, the envisaged lithic boundary level was constant. Of the Spiriferacea, Euryspirifer, Arduspirifer and Filispirifer have the best potential for the correlation of the Rhenish succession with Ibero-Armorican preservations rather than differences in time of origin. Differences can be attributed to differences in biofacies and occurrences are virtually coeval; the slight morphologic difference is of an order of magnitude much smaller than the inferred difference in levels between the GSSP and the traditional base of the Emsian. The shelly fauna of the top bed of the Santa Cruz Fm. and the base of the Mariposas Fm. just below Filispirifer fallax has only one taxon (Crinistrophia), which elsewhere is delimited to the classic Emsian. This sequence of faunal elements supports the pre-Emsian age of these beds at the formation boundary.

The transitional bed between the Santa Cruz and Mariposas Formations (from calcareous sandstones to arenaceous limestones, both with the same fauna, up to 50 cm thick) is the lowest bed that also bears conodonts. It is the type stratum of Pol. exc. excavatus. Its upper part contains also Pol. excavatus ssp. 114. Consequently, it is as old as the entry of Pol. excavatus ssp. 114 in the Zin zbil section. The taxon here termed Pol. excavatus ssp. 114 was characterized by Yolkin et al. (1994, p. 148) and was recorded from 114 m above the kitabicus GSSP onward, but it was identified as Pol. “excavatus gronbergi” and was considered as the index for their “Middle excavatus Zone”. This was induced through changes of the posterior bottom of the basal cavity and through incipient ribs crossing the tongue (features also seen in the Mariposas Fm.). In the Mariposas Fm., Icriodus celibeticus and Icriodus sigmoidalis enter together with Pol. excavatus ssp. 114.

In Europe (e.g., Aragón, Barrandian), Pol. gro nb ergi and the gro nb ergi Zone are recognized at younger, intra-Zlichovian levels, i.e. above the range of Guerichina. In the Zin zbil section atlas (Sokolov & Garkovets 1978), Pol. gronbergi was figured (pl. 75, figs 4, 5) from 144 m and 149 m above the GSSP.

The true origin of Pol. exc. excavatus cannot be identified in Celtiberia, due to lack of appropriate limestones below the basal bed of the Mariposas Fm. Although this bed is pre-Emsian in traditional sense, the entry of Pol. excavatus ssp. 114 in the Zin zbil section might be considered for the choice of a GSSP because it can only be slightly older than the traditional boundary. This level may well be within the range error associated with the correlation from the Rhineland to Spain. In addition, this difference is of an order of magnitude much smaller than the inferred difference in levels between the GSSP and the traditional Emsian lower boundary. A slightly younger entry of a cosmopolitan taxon would also be welcome for the position of a new GSSP.

Guerichina and Peneauia are still found at the entry of “Pandorinellina” miae s.s. and Icriodus gracilis in the limestone level at the base of unit d4a-beta-2 of the Mariposas Fm.; these are immediately below Arduspirifer sp. sp. that occur also in the Erbsloch Grauwacke and...
Rothäuser Grauwacke of early Early Emsian age (Ulmen). In the Prague Synform, the youngest strata of the Praha Fm. (i.e., around the “graptolite interval” that is present in the NW limb of the Prague Synform) bear these conodonts and *Guericichina*. These conditions warrant additional controls of the biostratigraphy in the European type regions of the stages concerned.

Conclusions

The present GSSP of the Pragian-Emsian boundary in the Zinzilban gorge section (Kitab Reserve, Zerafshan, Uzbekistan) cannot be maintained for the following reasons:

1. It adds most of the historical Siegenian to the Emsian and reduces the Pragian to notably less than half its original duration and has caused more problems in correlation than it has solved. If it is maintained, it will continue to cause confusion and the original terms Emsian and Pragian will have to be abandoned.

2. A new basal Emsian GSSP in the Zinzilban section could provide optimum practicability for correlations in worldwide cosmopolitan biostratigraphic successions. The appropriate level for the new basal Emsian global stratotype is the origin of *Polygnathus excavatus* ssp. 114. This would be 114 m above the present GSSP (i.e. early within the prime of the genus *Guericichina*). This change is necessary in order to provide the means for accurate identification of the Pragian-Emsian boundary.
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